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“The Doctor is In!”
Five Questions with “Crazy Joe” Tritschler

By Ken Burke

 By day he is Dr. Simon Josef Tritschler, the 34-year-

old Instructor in the Department of Biomedical, Industrial, & 

Human Factors Engineering at Wright State University.  By night 

he embraces his more famous alter-ego “Crazy Joe” Tritschler 
– a rockin’ roots music cat who writes, produces and plays the 

fire out everything he creates in clubs and concert halls the world 

over.   

Eccentric and gifted as he is smart, the Enon, Ohio native 

often works as sideman with equally versatile Rockabilly veteran 

Deke Dickerson, and builds his own recording equipment for his 

all-analog recording studio. These skills have helped him fashion 

his latest release on his own label The Doctor Is In! (Tritschler 

Precision Works). A bit of a stylistic departure, the 11-song set 

showcases his technical mastery, biting sense of humor and 

vents a few injured feelings.  

Teen Rock-a-Ballads get an ironic rendering with “The 

Greatest Scam” “Workin’ and Searchin’, and “Please Don’t Call 

Me,” clever ditties that make Tritschler’s personal woes seem like 

everyman anthems. Cherry-picking through his favorite genres, 

the singer-songwriter also indulges in some smartly executed 

Blues-based Jive with “Right There in My Lap” and the stoner 

rejection paean “Wasted.” Yet, his mastery of mood might be 

best on display with Les Paul-drenched exotica instrumental 

“Snakebite!” which echoes Dickerson’s experiments in the same 

field. 

That said, Tritschler is best known by audiences as the “Pants 

On Fire” guy, who offers blistering guitar solos at breakneck 

speed, and on that score, he does not disappoint. The short-

fused “(You’re an) H-Bomb” fairly snarls through the speakers 

and the put-you-down rocker “The Last Ten Years with You,” is 

hard-edged fun galore. Moreover, the disc is technical triumph 

which successfully showcases the artist’s more challenging 

concepts.

Dubbed the ‘King of Nerdabilly’ – probably because Technical 

Wizard doesn’t sound zingy enough - Tritschler spoke at length 

to BSN for issue #79. However, this new release inspired us to 

gather fresh information from the full-time intellectual/part-time 

rocker extraordinaire. Always pleasant and engaging, the man 

they call “Crazy Joe” e-mailed answers to our questions while 

on tour in Italy.

1.) Joe, your new CD “The Doctor Is In” is different than your 
earlier work – the lyrics are occasionally more ironic, the 
playing subtler in spots. Overall, a fuller production feel is 
achieved.  What inspired you to make this type of album?   
Well, I can’t honestly say I set out to make any particular type of 

album, or that I had a concept in mind; this is just how it turned 

out. I can say for certain that two things inspired the album in 

general, and that’s the completion of the new studio and all the 

songs I’d written over the last several years.  Once the studio 

was fully working, I found myself working so fast that the whole 

album was done in about nine weeks, with the instrumentation 

and arrangements really just coming naturally according to the 

tunes themselves. I didn’t really question my intuition.  

2.) With the exception of the keyboards, you played every 
instrument on every song and the disc sounds great. Tell us 
about some of the techniques and instruments you used to 
fashion this set.  
Thank you for saying that about the sound! This is the first 

record I’ve done using all my homemade equipment and I’ve 

really tried to make the highest-fidelity recording I’m capable 

of. I did actually do all the percussion, but didn’t play any of the 

piano or organ. Part of me knows that all the records I consider 

“magical” were done almost entirely live, and mixed live-in-the-

studio, and in fact I did a session a few months prior where I 

brought in several killer players and did a few of the tunes live 

to two-track analog tape with my echo chamber and tube mikes 

and all that. In a lot of ways, those recordings really had that 

special something; but in the end, I concluded that the likelihood 

of getting a take with a really good vocal, a good guitar solo, 

a perfect mix, and everybody else playing it right and with a 

cohesive feeling just wasn’t too high with guys who live an hour 

apart and can only get together for a few hours on a Sunday 

afternoon. I mean, those Nashville “A-Team” guys in the ‘50s 

and ‘60s played together several hours a day for years and years 

and years, in studios that were booked all the time, know what I 

mean? So I actually reverted to what I always did as a teenager, 

which was overdubbing it all myself, under the rationalization 

that, hey, there’s the Les & Mary thing and all the guys like Buddy 

Merrill who did that. Half of my last record was done that way; 

I just didn’t tell anybody. Recording to eight-track analog tape, 

it’s not like you can sit there and computer-edit stuff until it really 

has no life left. I don’t use a click track or anything like that. 

3.) Some songs ala “Please Don’t Call Me,”  “The Greatest 
Scam,” “Workin’ and Searchin’” and “The Last Ten Years 
With You” seem to be drawn from personal experience.  Can 
you tell us the story behind these creations? 

We all have bum years, right?  I guess you could call several 

of the songs on this record depressing, but they’re just what 

came out in a certain time of my life a few years ago. It felt 

really important to get them out of my system for sure. Honestly, 

getting these songs on an album was extremely therapeutic and 

kind of resolved a lot of things. I hope that’s not at the expense 

of bumming people out. 

4.) On the Rock-a-Ballads, do I detect a cross between 
Conway Twitty’s MGM stuff and Stu Phillips’ late ‘50s/early 
‘60s production approach.  
Man, you nailed that one, at least on “I Don’t Believe in Heaven,” 

whose melody was definitely influenced by “Lonely Blue Boy.” 

You’re the first person that noticed that! Otherwise, I was totally 

going for an Owen Bradley/Patsy kind of sound on that one. 
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Actually, I love Conway Twitty’s Decca stuff, too; huge 

infl uence.  My grandmother had a Loretta & Conway 

record, one of those albums advertised on TV in the 

70’s, with a bunch of their duets and solo songs; huge 

infl uence. I don’t know Stu Phillips’ stuff, you’ll have to 

hip me to that.

5.) What’s coming up for you?
Well, as I type this, I’m about to head downstairs to have 

dinner with Duane Eddy in the hotel in Senigallia, Italy! 

Deke Dickerson and I are backing him up at the Summer 

Jamboree tomorrow night, and I’m his drummer, of all 

things. It’s hard to believe Duane is 75 years old when he 

tells you the exact brand, type, and gauge of guitar strings 

he used in 1957, or tells the story of walking into United 

B in Hollywood to record “Because They’re Young” and 

sees Howard Roberts, Barney Kessel, Shelly Manne, 

and Red Callender in the rhythm section.  The man is 

a legend in the truest, non-affected and non-hyperbolic 

sense of the word who plays and sounds exactly like 

Davide Falconi - piano, Ron 

Dziubla - sax, Crazy Joe 

- drums, Duane Eddy, Deke 

Dickerson - bass, Pete Curry 

guitar. Photo: Marc Mencher
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he did when he was 20 and has a memory like a steel trap. Soon as 

I get back home, it’s preparation for fall semester and a new batch of 

engineering students. Balancing a day job I love with recording and 

getting to do fun gigs like this, I cannot complain at all. Life is good.

Check out this fi ne artist’s latest doings at crazyjoe.org.

Deke & Joe backing Eddie 
Bond & Travis Wammack 
at the Ponderosa Stomp in 

Memphis - May 2006
Photo: Gaby Maag-Bristol


